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Original Soundtrack for Crystal Story II.

Track List:

1. Heart of the Dragon - 02:23
2. Frozen Moonlight - 01:52

3. If Trees Could Talk - 04:21
4. There's No Place Like Home - 02:54

5. Into the Unknown - 01:59
6. The Shattered Sky - 01:58

7. Onslaught of Tribulation - 02:28
8. Erimos - 01:49

9. Chasing Obscurity - 02:19
10. March of Glory - 01:47
11. Ravaged Past - 01:25
12. A Tale Untold - 01:11

13. The Woman in Black - 02:33
14. Sweltering Sands - 00:49
15. Petals of Time - 01:05

16. Path to Purgatory - 01:41
17. Luminous Decay - 01:35
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18. Into the Depths - 01:42
19. Frozen Isolation - 01:22

20. A New Beginning - 02:54
21. Drowning Memories - 00:59

22. Precipice of Adventure - 01:07
23. Heart of the Dragon (8bit Remix) - 01:56

24. The Edge of Triumph - 00:56
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This game has poor graphics, very limited gameplay and only five basic levels in campaign mode. Additionally, I encountered a
bug where I couldn't get a building's upgrade menu up more than once. (If that's because there's something happening at the
time, then there needs to be some sort of feedback so the user knows this.)

The game has only a few buildings, you're constantly bringing in resources at a decent rate with nothing to deplete them, so it's
not really a resource management game, and my cursor was often some distance away from where the structure I was building
would be located, rendering large parts of the screen impossible to build upon.. I so wanted this game, and in the last seconds of
the Steam Summer Sale I bought it. So far, the game is more fun to play with a controller than a keybord. But it's soooo lacking
to me. Granted, I've only played by myself and have only done 3 missions thus far, but I keep getting a currency that I don't even
know what to do with. Maybe I haven't been playing long enough or need to do more online for that currency to work..? I'm not
sure, I just know that I have a lot of it and nothing to spend it on! But i"ll keep playing the game untill i get to the bottom of this
currency thing.. A fun old school RPG

After a couple of hours of gameplay, are still finding it entertaining

Easy to play, simple interface, lots of units and enough items to choose from to keep it interesting

I am finding it fun to play. I like it

5/10. Game plays quite well. Looks decent, runs smoothly, and some aspects of the demolition are surprisingly fun. Using a
wrecking ball on an old brick building was a blast!

It's more "arcadish" than a sim. Which is nice in that it's less work and grind than some of the more realistic sims I've played.

Downside: There are a few nitpicks here and there but nothing game breaking.

I think it's a nice balance, and feel good about the experience at the price I paid (~$15).
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First track is way too long. Also, your car seems really underpowered when everyone else is zooming past at the start. The car
movement is jerky and difficult.. This game is really cool. You should give it a try if you like old school 3D platformers like
Mario64, Banjo, Crash Bandicoot or even games like Medievil. Or if you're a fan of gnomes and Faeries. It really feel like this
game has a soul, its not derivative or trashware. And it got treasure chest with cool new toys in most levels.

I really enjoyed my playthrough and plan to play again to save all the gnomes and catch all the Faeries.

 I give it a 7\/10. Incredibly spotty, patchy puzzling masterpiece that I simply exist you play.. Feels refined and lovingly put
together in a way most doujin shmups on steam don't. A real love letter to the old days of style, difficulty, and explosions.. Bad
writing. Indistinctive, unlikeable characters that are impossible to get attached to, besides maybe your niece, but your
relationship with her is cheesy and unrealistic, bonding much too quickly. No clues to possibly know about "the twist", there
needs to be atleast a bit of subtle foreshadowing, not to notice in the moment, but to notice when replaying as a clever subtle
detail, and I've found many of those in tons of other choice of games. I ususally love these interactive novels, and I've played
quite a few of choice of games, but I just couldn't get into this one unlike the others. Choice of Robots and Zombie Exodus:
Safe Haven were my favorites if you want a better one than this. I mean, seriously, the actress\/actor you meet at the resturant
and the grip barely have any personality differences. No contrast, no side by side display of their personalities by having to side
with one in a crisis, nothing! Very poor character development overall. Don't waste your brain cells on this game. It's trash.. I
loved this chapter.
Couldnt put it down until it was finished. I laughed the whole way through and couldnt wipe the smile off my face. I haven't
been so invested in a story from a game in so long.
If you go in expecting a narrative-driven game with some choices then you won't mind the linearality so much.
Cant recommend this enough.
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